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ABSTRACT 
In this study an axial compressor consisting of four stages is studied. The endwall of the 

hub of the last rotor is modified in an automated optimization process in order to reduce the 
losses and gain surge margin. The endwall is allowed to take non-axisymmetric shapes and is 
parametrized in such a way, that a groove along the suction side and a fillet are the basic 
forms. Additionally the lower part of the blade is allowed to vary, while the upper part 
remains fixed. In order to save calculation time only a set up consisting of stator 3, rotor 4 and 
stator 4 is calculated during the optimization process. The boundary conditions of the 
calculations are taken from CFD calculations of the complete four stage rig. For CFD 
calculations the DLR in-house TRACE-code is used. The optimization tool is AutoOpti, a DLR 
developed tool, which is based on a genetic algorithm speeded up by surrogate models. In the 
optimization two operating points are taken into account. One is the aerodynamic design 
point (ADP), the other one is an operating point near the surge limit (OPSL). 

The basic forms which evolved during the optimization are a large fillet at the leading 
edge and the long stretched groove along the suction side of the blade. The optimization shows 
that a significant reduction of turbulent eddy viscosity and corner stall can be achieved. As the 
reduction of total pressure losses is limited to the hub region, thus is the overall gain in 
isentropic efficiency, which rises about 0.2 % in the ADP, for the OPSL an efficiency gain of 
about 0.5% can be reached. Especially the OPSL shows a strong reduction in secondary flow 
and correspondingly in corner stall. As only the hub region of the rotor is changed the overall 
total pressure characteristic of the stage remains basically the same. Using non-axisymmetric 
endwall shaping can contribute to enhancing axial stages with already highly efficient blading. 

NOMENCLATURE 
a   Shape factor for Gauss curves 
ADP   Aerodynamic design point 
CPUh  hour of usage of a 2.2 Ghz Central Processing Unit in a cluster 
LE   Leading edge 
OP   Operating point 
OPSL   Operating point near surge limit 
PS  Pressure side 
R   Radius [m] 
RANS   Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations 
S3-R4-S4  Stator3-Rotor4-Stator4 configuration 
SS  Suction side 
TE   Trailing edge 
TRACE  Turbomachinery research aerodynamics computational environment 
ηis  Isentropic efficiency 

INTRODUCTION 
Because of the generally high level of efficiency in turbomachinery, the interest in secondary air 
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flows is increasing and new methods and designs are being developed to influence them and thus 
reduce losses, for example those induced by corner stall. In this study the geometries are based on 
the work of Dorfner (2009, 2011), described in the next chapter. 
The objective of this study is to increase the working range and the efficiency of a 4-stage 
compressor, Rig 250, using an endwall contouring on the hub of the last rotor (see Fig. 1). This 
rotor has an optical access on the rig at DLR Cologne and thereby allows detailed measurements. 
Therefore it has been selected for this study. Tests with an optimized contoured endwall are planned 
in future. The numerical setup for this study consists of stator 3, rotor 4 and stator 4 (S3-R4-S4), 
where stator 3 and stator 4 have a cantilevered design. The boundary conditions are taken from 
calculations of the complete compressor. This study aims at improving a rotor with an already high 
isentropic efficiency of 94 %. 
The design of the contoured endwall is realized with the help of EndwallShaping and the numerical 
simulation is performed by the RANS-solver TRACE, both DLR in-house tools. EndwallShaping 
realizes the modification of the geometry by a parametrization, and the parameters are implemented 
in the optimizer AutoOpti, also a DLR in-house tool.  

 
Figure 1: Rig250: Numerical Setup consisting of stator 3, rotor 4 and stator 4. 

STATE OF THE ART FOR CONTOURED ENDWALLS 
With the emergence of CFD and optimization tools in the past ten years, a lot of research has been 
conducted in the 3D-design of contoured endwalls. The new calculation capacities allow developing 
new complex geometries of 3D non-symmetrical contours for turbomachinery. The CFD 
calculations can be combined with optimization tools which modify the geometry and optimize it 
with respect to objective functions such as the isentropic efficiency or the total pressure ratio. 
Harvey (2008) detailed the origin of the losses and the secondary flows in compressors and 
turbines. He gives an overview of endwall contouring in compressors as well as Gier et al. (2002). 
Early works on axisymmetrical endwall contouring were realized by Spear and Biederman (1995) 
and a similar patent was developed by Hoeger and Schmidt-Eisenlohr (2000), illustrated by the 
paper Hoeger et al. (2001). These inventions developed a concave endwall which influences the 
position of the shock in a compressor. This new shock position reduces the losses of the stage and 
thus rises the efficiency. Iliopoulou et al. (2008) realized a CFD optimization of the hub of a 
compressor. 16 parameters were used for the parametrization of the endwall and other parameters 
allowed the modification of the blade. Altogether the optimization was realized with 48 parameters. 
An improvement of 0.4 % of the isentropic efficiency on a single rotor was achieved. The losses 
due to the corner stall were reduced, however the major cause of the reduction of the losses was 
explained to be the change of the shock position in the inlet region. Harvey (2008), Harvey and 
Offord (2008) showed the improvements due to contoured endwall of a single cascade and achieved 
a reduction of the corner stall. They stated that the influence on the pressure loss coefficient and on 
the exit whirl angle is similar to what can be achieved by lean and bow. In a second step, they 
realized a CFD-optimization on a 6-stage compressor. For this optimization, all parameters of one 
stage were scaled in order to parametrize the other stages, as a method to reduce the number of 
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parameters. In a two part paper by Reising and Schiffer (2009, a, b) an optimization of the hub and 
tip of a compressor based on CFD is described. An improvement of the efficiency by 1.8 % is 
reached with a significant reduction of the swirls on the endwall. The higher pressure gradient 
generated by the pseudo fillet on the suction side raises the secondary air flow but reduces the 
important recirculation on the suction side. The reduction of the corner stall is explained by the 
diminution of the static pressure on the endwall. The endwall contouring of Heinichen et al. (2011) 
achieved a reduction of the corner stall on a stator. 
Dorfner (2009, 2011) developed a new design of endwalls. The geometry has a separation edge in 
front of the blade generating a swirl which counter-rotates against the secondary air flow. This swirl 
is guided along the blade in a groove, deflecting the secondary air flow from the suction side of the 
blade. Rochhausen (2010) showed the efficiency of the design developed by Dorfner on the rotor 3 
of the Rig 250 also in unsteady calculations. The wake of the previous stator shortly inhibits the 
swirl, which reappears immediately after the passing of the wake. 
During the fabrication and the milling of the blade a fillet is generated at the junction of the blade 
and the endwall. The influence of the fillet was shown by Kügeler et al. (2008) on a 15-stage 
compressor, where a simple comparison between blades with and without fillet is done. Meyer et al. 
(2012) realized experiments to study the influence of the size of the fillet. For the 3 fillet sizes 
tested (1, 3, 5 mm) the losses increase with size. Hoeger et al. (2002, 2006) realized numerical 
simulations to analyze the influence of a fillet and of a bulb. The bulb generates a vortex which 
counter-rotates against the passage vortex. In the second paper, two different fillets are tested. 
Globally, the fillets are beneficial in multistage compressor at the design point and part speed OPs. 
A very good study of the influence of the fillet is given by Müller et al. (2004), in which the leading 
edge of the blade in the hub region is modified. In this study a bulb form achieved the most 
important reduction of losses and reached about 30% at a higher incidence than design point.  

METHODOLOGY 
The modification of the geometry is enabled through its parametrization, described below. The 
blade and the endwall are parametrized separately and constructed with the DLR in-house tools 
BladeGenerator and EndwallShaping. The geometry is meshed with G3DHexa (Weber, 2011) 
having about 1 M nodes for the mesh of rotor 4 (~3 M for S3-R4-S4). It is a structured block mesh 
of one passage. The boundary conditions are set at the inlet and outlet of S3-R4-S4 according to 
calculations of the complete Rig 250. Radial equilibrium back pressure is applied, the blades have 
Low-Reynolds boundary conditions (y+ values below 1.3), whereas wall functions are used at hub 
and shroud. The tip clearance on the rotor and the hub clearances on the stators are modeled. The 
geometry is calculated by TRACE, a DLR in-house CFD solver using the k-ω-model, for which 
recent developments are detailed in Franke et al. (2010). The convergence is checked for the global 
residual, the mass flow and the isentropic efficiency. The post-processing determines the 
performance of the geometry which has been computed by the solver. 
All these steps together form the process chain which is calculated repeatedly for different 
geometries in an automated optimization, see Fig. 2. The optimizer, called AutoOpti, is based on an 
asynchronous multi-objective genetic algorithm, described further in Voss et al. (2006) and Siller et 
al. (2009). It generates the new members either from the current Database or from the surrogate 
model. The surrogate model uses the process chain without the CFD, Kriging interpolations and the 
expected volume gain method for finding new members, detailed in Aulich and Siller (2011). 
Omitting the CFD leads to a speed-up in the surrogate model from originally ~4 h per member to 
~10 minutes, the Kriging trainings of the current database take about ~2 h.    
Three optimizations were conducted; the first optimized only a non-symmetrical fillet (14 
parameters, ~30,000 CPUh, 1028 generated members, 878 converged), the second a Dorfner-groove 
together with a constant fillet (13 parameters, ~22,000 CPUh, 739 generated members, 634 
converged). The third optimization combined the first two with the additional freedom of varying 
the blade in the hub region (45 parameters, ~75,000 CPUh, 5000 generated members, 2026 
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converged). The design space of the third optimization includes those of the first two optimizations. 
For all optimizations two operating points on the 100 % speed line were evaluated, one was the 
aerodynamic design point (ADP) and one was close to the surge limit (OPSL). The 
starting/reference geometry of the first optimization had no fillet and a rotationally symmetric 
endwall, for the second a constant fillet from the design space of the first optimization was chosen 
to evaluate the additional effects of the groove. For the third optimization the starting geometry was 
without a fillet and with a rotationally symmetric endwall like for the first optimization. The whole 
blade was reconstructed with new parameters, leading to small geometric changes. This and a now 
needed new mesh setup led to different reference values. AutoOpti uses two independent objective 
functions. The objective functions for the first two optimizations were the enhancement of the 
isentropic efficiency of the S3-R4-S4-configuration for ADP and OPSL. For the third optimization 
they were changed to the reduction of the losses in the hub region (up to 20% mass flow) of the 
rotor for ADP and OPSL. As geometry changes were only allowed in the hub region, these last 
objective functions focus more on the benefits in the hub region and not on benefits obtained by 
flow redistribution. 
 

 
Figure 2: Process chain of the optimization. 

Parametrization of the Endwall 
In his work, Dorfner (2009, 2011) developed a geometry to reduce secondary air flow. The 
parametrization for the present study was developed with the intention of creating geometries with a 
fillet around the blade and a groove along the suction side having a separation edge in front of the 
LE. The fillet and the groove were designed and adapted by the same tool EndwallShaping. 
 For the description of the fillet, the parameters describe four 2D splines along the camber line: one 
at the LE and the TE and two splines regularly spaced in between (Fig.3). Each spline is discretized 
in the circumferential direction with the index i by 100 discrete points. They are defined by a Gauss 
curve for the radius on pressure and suction side independently, as described by the following 
equation: 
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The parameter a determines the shape of the Gauss curve. R(i) is added to the rotationally 
symmetric contour. Depending on positive or negative R(i) values material is added or taken away 
from this contour. At the LE and at the TE the radii are the same: RSS = RPS. For the splines I1 and I2 
in the middle of the blade passage (Fig. 3) different radii are allowed on the two sides of the blade. 
Altogether, the fillet is parametrized by 14 parameters. 
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For the parametrization of the endwall in between the blades, the method is similar. The selected 
parametrization allows the construction of a separation edge and a groove. Three curves are defined 
and plotted in Fig. 4. The first curve is described by 4 parameters: the relative radius to create the 
so-called separation edge (R_edge), the length of the separation edge (L_edge), its circumferential 
position in the passage (Phi_edge) as well as its axial position (X_edge) between the LE of the 
blade and the upstream begin of the endwall; the curve is described by a Gauss curve as for the fillet 
and its corresponding parameters (a). For the description of the spline at the LE, 4 parameters are 
defined: the circumferential position of the groove (Phi_A), with the corresponding radius (R_A), 
and the parameters (a1 and a2) for the shape of the curve on the pressure and suction side. For the 
third curve the axial position (L) is defined as well as the radius (R_D) and the circumferential 
position (Phi_D). The parameters a1 and a2 are the same as for the spline at the LE. After the third 
curve, the phasing-out of the groove is interpolated linearly and a parameter (L_end) controls its 
length. 13 parameters are used to model this groove. 
An example of the final geometry for a combined fillet and groove can be seen in Fig. 5. The fillet 
is added to the groove and both give a radial shift relative to the rotationally symmetric contour. 

 
Figure 3: Parametrization of the fillet. 

 
Figure 4: Parametrization of the groove. 

 
Figure 5: Addition of the relative radius of the fillet and of the groove. 
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Additional Parametrization of the Blade and the Meridional Contour for the Third 
Optimization 
During the first two optimizations the rotationally symmetric base level of the meridional contour 
for the non-axisymmetric endwall contouring was constant. In the last optimization, two parameters 
are used to change it. The parameters govern the axial and the radial position of a control point, and 
modify the contour as can be seen on the left hand side of Fig. 6. 

 
Figure 6: Parametrization of the hub endwall and the blade. 
 
The blade is let free for optimization in the hub region up to about 20 % of the relative height. The 
profiles at a relative height of 18, 24, 32, 52, 76 and 100 % are fixed and ensure that only the hub 
region of the blade is changed. 
For the two free profiles (Fig. 6, middle), the following parameters are let free: the stagger angle, 
the LE angle, the TE angle, the x-position and y-position of the deBoor point on the suction side 
and a theta shift of the whole profile in circumferential direction (Fig. 6, right). Additionally a 
modification of the thickness is allowed by the parametrization of the lowest profile. Four 
parameters control the thickness at the LE, the TE, on the pressure side and the suction side. These 
are 18 additional free parameters for the parametrization of the blade in the hub region, so that 
together with the fillet and the groove 45 parameters were used in the last optimization. 
The bounds of all parameters were set very free to allow the optimization a large design space. The 
design of the Rig 250 does not allow the new endwall to dig more than 4 mm into the originally 
rotationally symmetric endwall. This was limited by the parameters, which allowed 1 cm high 
fillets. The steepness of the new geometry is limited by the meshing.   

RESULTS 

Fillet Optimization 

 
Figure 7: Pareto front of the fillet optimization 
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The optimization converged and a Pareto front (best members, explained in Voß 2006) developed 
(see Fig. 7). For all members of the Pareto front, the fillet radius at the leading edge is rather high, 
between 1 and 2 mm, whereas the LE radius of the profile is 0.6 mm and the maximum blade 
thickness 4.8 mm at the hub. The fillet radius at the trailing edge is nearly zero. A surprising effect 
is that there are a lot of geometries among the best members containing a negative radius for the 
fillet in the middle of the pressure side. This effect has also been observed by Reising and Schiffer 
(2009). On the suction side the fillet starts large at the leading edge, and decreases in size along the 
blade. It almost disappears at 3/4 of the blade length. 
The size and form of the fillet at the leading edge has clearly an important influence. Big fillets are 
beneficial for the OPSL, and the effect is inverse for the ADP. Member 884, see Fig. 7, of the Pareto 
front is chosen, and the radial distribution of this member is plotted in Fig. 8. This member achieves 
a global improvement of 0.1 % for the ADP and of 0.4 % efficiency for the OPSL. The radial 
distribution shows clearly a reduction of the loss coefficient in the hub region for the OPSL, as well 
as a reduction of the total temperature ratio. At the ADP, the modifications on the radial distribution 
of the loss coefficient are very small. Furthermore, the total pressure ratio and the total temperature 
ratio decrease for a relative mass flow lower than 30 %. 

 
Figure 8: Radial distributions of the rotor 4 of Member 884 (see Fig. 7) of the fillet optimization. 

Groove Optimization 

 
Figure 9: Pareto front of the optimization of the groove and of the fillet. 
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In this optimization the groove was parametrized. A fixed fillet generated by the parametrization of 
the endwall according to Fig. 3 with a height of about 2 mm around the blade was used in all 
geometries. The reference member (no groove, fixed fillet) is on the Pareto front and the members 
are either better in ADP or better in OPSL, see Fig. 9. This means that with this already good fillet 
an improvement in both operating points is not possible simultaneously, for example an increase in 
efficiency of 0.1 % at the ADP results in a decrease in efficiency of 0.1 % at the OPSL. The 
comparison with the fillet optimization shows that compared to the reference design with no fillet 
and no groove about the same improvements can be reached. A next optimization is necessary to 
use the combined potential. 
The deepest groove dug about 3 mm into the rotationally symmetric reference endwall. Best at ADP 
were deep grooves along the suction side. Moving along the Pareto front towards those members 
best in OPSL moves the groove from the suction side to the pressure side and makes it shallower.  

Optimization of Endwall and Blade 
Restrictions are defined on the total pressure ratio in order to improve it in the optimization for both 
operating points, i.e. the total pressure ratio has to be greater than that of the reference for the 
geometry to obtain a good Pareto rank. The optimization was free to change the fillet, the groove 
and the hub region of the blade. The objective function was now focused on improving the losses 
only in the hub region. Therefore, and because of the restrictions, some members of the Pareto front 
shown in Fig. 10 in the same efficiency coordinate system as the previous optimizations seem to be 
dominated by other members. Due to the parametrization of the blade the reference member is 
different from the previous optimizations. It does not have a fillet, as the optimization is free to vary 
it. Globally, the optimization achieved a maximum improvement of the isentropic efficiency of 0.2 
% for the ADP and 0.5 % for the OPSL. The improvement for the OPSL is almost the same as for 
the previous optimizations, but the improvement obtained for the ADP is higher. 

 
Figure 10: Pareto front of the optimization with restrictions on the total pressure ratio. 
 
 
The geometries along the Pareto front all show a large fillet at the leading edge and nearly no fillet 
at the trailing edge. This is similar to the findings in the fillet optimization. The Pareto front 
members all have groove running along the suction side of the blade. In contrast to the groove 
optimization the groove does not change its position much along the Pareto front, but the blade, 
especially its LE-angle adjusts to the different incidences at ADP and OPSL. 
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Figure 11: Radial distributions of the rotor 4 of the reference member and Member 5517. 
 

 
Figure 12: Improvement of the reference (left) by the Member 5517 (right) for OPSL. 

 
Figure 13: Delta entropy of the member 5517 compared to the reference: ADP (left), OPSL (right). 
 
The member 5517 is further analyzed. It shows an improvement of 0.17 % in efficiency for the ADP 
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and of 0.33 % for the OPSL. As can be seen in Fig. 11, a significant reduction of the losses is 
achieved in the hub region. In Fig. 12 the streaklines show a suppression of the recirculation area on 
the suction side. The design is now more front-loaded, which changes the pressure distribution and 
reduces the pressure gradient in the passage. This can be observed in Fig. 13, where the difference 
in the entropy distribution between the reference member and Member 5517 is plotted for the ADP 
and the OPSL. The dark region corresponds to a reduction of the entropy by the optimization and an 
improvement of the flow. This reduction of disadvantageous flow phenomena in the corner region is 
observed in both operating points. The increased levels of entropy at the LE of Member 5517 can be 
explained by the fillet, the increase in the passage is induced by the groove, but this entropy 
difference disappears quickly along the chord length. The changed flow as well as the changed 
profile enhances the global efficiency of the blade further downstream. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Three optimizations allowing non axisymmetric geometry changes were conducted. First a fillet 
optimization showed the very high influence of the leading edge particularly for the OPSL. It 
demonstrated an improvement of the efficiency by 0.5 %. However the efficiency at the ADP was 
improved by only 0.1 %. The groove optimization showed that only one operating point can benefit 
from a groove. Accordingly an improvement can be obtained either for the ADP or for the OPSL. 
The improvement in ADP is in the order of 0.1 % with a small decrease in efficiency in the OPSL. 
Finally a last optimization combined the parametrization of the fillet, the groove and the blade in 
the hub region and the global contour. Improvements of 0.2 % for the ADP and 0.5 % for the OPSL 
are reached here. The improvements are now concentrated in the hub region, because the objectives 
(loss reduction in the hub region) focused them there. 
Using non-axisymmetric endwall shaping allows new designs and can contribute to enhancing axial 
stages with already highly efficient blading. Further improvements need a deeper understanding of 
the loss mechanisms, which enables to act directly on the loss sources. 
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